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Question I (to marks)
a. Differentiate between the value chain and supply chain. What is the role of ERP system in managing them?
b. Difference between management information system and decision support system. Give one example of each in

the context of marketing and sales.
c. Describe the revenue generation process in advertising model. How is it different from infomediary model?
d. Describe how the traditional e-procurernent process is reengineered using [CT. Describe the change in sourcing

activity?
e. Compare collaborative Planning and Forecasting and vendor managed inventory system.

Question 2(10 marks)
a. Describe the responsibility of each layer in TCP/IP protocol stack. Describe how this protocol is responsible to

maintain connectivity of data packets in a packet switched network.
b. Draw the client server interaction diagram (CSID) for TLS protocol and describe the steps. Describe how four

security issues confidentiality, integrity, non-repudiation and authentication, are addressed by TLS protocol.

Question 3 (lO)
Consider the client server interaction diagram of an online store. We make the diagram simple by broadly classifying
the pages into two classes: static html pages and dynamic pages with database connectivity. One of the pages with
database connectivity is for payment. Each page whether static or dynamic connects to an advertisement server for
getting a banner ad. This server takes 2 msec to process a request. The payments are done through a trusted third
party (TIP) credit card processing service. The payment page is hosted in the TIP's server. The customers are
redirected from the retailer's server to the TIP's server for payment and redirected back from the TTP's server back to
the store after the payment is processed. The TIP collects the credit card details from the client, sends it to the card
processing center for verification, gets the verification details and provides the details to the store over secure
connection. The average processing time at the TIP's server is 50 msec including the request to and response from the
card processing center.
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C: Client
RS: Retailer Server
AS: Add server
DS: Database server
PS: Payment server
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CSID of the retailer's website

Analysis of the server log reveals that, 90% requests are for the pages with database connectivity, out of this only
0.0 I% of the requests are for payment. The average processing time at the job site's server is 0.002 sec. Average disk
access time at the database server is 0.01 sec. Average delay for one RTI over the Internet is 0.0018 sec. As shown in
the CSID above there are three different paths of a client's request.

i. Identify the bottleneck resource in each path.
ii. What is the average response time by a user accessing the product catalogue (a page with database
connectivity), a user accessing company profile (a static page) and a user buying from the site (connecting to
payment server).
iii. Calculate the average throughput of the retailer's server server.
iv. If the company decides to replace the slow database server with a faster database with average access time
0.001 see, how will it affect the retailer server's throughput?

(Assume reasonable values in case of missing data, Give appropriate explanation for the above questions before
computing the solution)
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